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Get the right quiz for your assessment needs in Canvas 

Whether you want students to do a low-stakes practice quiz, or give a secure online final exam, Canvas 
has many possible quiz setups, each with their advantages and risks. This document will help you choose 
the best setup for the type of assessment you want to run, from the simplest to the most complex quiz 
scenarios. See the following pages for each of the following scenarios. 

Quiz scenario Description 

A) Reading quiz Low-stakes reading comprehension quiz. 

B) Practice non-graded Good for making sure the technology works for students. 

C) Formative Mastery Multiple attempts to make sure students get it right. 

D) Random ordered The same questions, but in a different order for each student. 

E) Random question Both different questions and different order for each student. 

F) High-stakes secure All random, one question per page, timed, password access. 

G) RLDB Respondus Lockdown Browser use with a Canvas quiz. 

H) Quizzes.Next Beta quiz tool. Consult with CTL about it first. 

For any quiz in Canvas: 

• If you are importing questions with an answer that is “A or C”, or “All of the above”, you will
have to edit the questions in Canvas to insert the answer letters, and you will not be able to
shuffle the answers because that might put “all of the above” above the other answers.

• If your questions have not been vetted to remove any ambiguity or incorrectly designated correct
answers, we strongly advise not to use the random question type quiz that pulls a different set of
questions for each student.

• Do not edit quiz questions while students are taking the quiz. You can moderate the quiz while
students are taking it, to give them more time or another attempt. See
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12711-4152276730

• The most secure quiz setting is in a computer lab with invigilators, the least secure is online at
home.

• All online quizzes list in the Assignments course menu link even though you create them in the
Quizzes course menu link.

A) Reading quiz

This is a frequently used graded quiz for reading comprehension.
• When you create the quiz, choose graded quiz, and you can choose to allow multiple attempts and

take the highest score. See the Canvas instructions for creating a quiz at:
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12943-4152724267

https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12711-4152276730
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12943-4152724267
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• When you choose questions types, the quiz will automatically score if you avoid using Essay or 
File upload question types. To create questions one-by-one, see Canvas instructions at: https://
community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12943-4152724267#add_question

• If you already have question banks in Canvas, see the Canvas instructions for Find Questions at: 
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12951-415298625

• For importing quizzes or question banks, see Respondus Quiz for Canvas. If you need help 
formatting your questions before importing them, see Format Questions for Respondus.

• For advanced quiz and question settings see the other quiz scenarios. 

B) Practice non-graded

A Practice quiz is different than other quiz types because its score is not added to grades.
• When you create the quiz, in the quiz details page beside Quiz type, choose Practice Quiz. See the

Canvas instructions for creating a quiz at: https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12943-

4152724267
• To view student results on a practice quiz, see https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/

DOC-12908-4152182372 .
• When you choose questions types, the quiz will automatically score if you avoid using Essay or

File upload question types. To create questions one-by-one, see Canvas instructions at: https://
community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12943-4152724267#add_question

• If you already have question banks in Canvas, see the Canvas instructions for Find Questions at:
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12951-415298625

• For importing quizzes or question banks, see Respondus Quiz for Canvas. If you need help
formatting your questions before importing them, see Format Questions for Respondus.

• For advanced quiz and question settings see the other quiz scenarios.

C) Formative Mastery

To use a Canvas quiz for mastery you basically give students as many attempts as they need to achieve 
the top score. You can also help them by allowing them to not only see their score at the end of the 
attempt, but to also see which answers are correct. You can also set up automatic feedback that will 
appear depending on their choices.  

• When you create the quiz, choose graded quiz, and you can choose to allow multiple attempts and
take the highest score. See the Canvas instructions for creating a quiz at:
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12943-4152724267

• When creating questions you may want to add feedback on correct and incorrect choices when
students view their results. See the Canvas instructions on providing feedback at:
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12884-415241477#enter_feedback_text

• When you choose questions types, the quiz will automatically score if you avoid using Essay or
File upload question types. To create questions one-by-one, see Canvas instructions at:
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12943-4152724267#add_question

• If you already have question banks in Canvas, see the Canvas instructions for Find Questions at:
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12951-415298625

https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12943-4152724267#add_question
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12951-415298625
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12943-4152724267
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12943-4152724267
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12908-4152182372
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12908-4152182372
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12943-4152724267#add_question
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12951-415298625
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12943-4152724267
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12884-415241477#enter_feedback_text
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12943-4152724267#add_question
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12951-415298625
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• For importing quizzes or question banks, see Respondus Quiz for Canvas. If you
need help formatting your questions before importing them, see Format Questions
for Respondus.

• For advanced quiz and question settings see the other quiz scenarios.

D) Random ordered

To create this type of quiz, you need to be familiar with creating a reading quiz and using question banks. 
There are two types of random ordered quizzes:  

1) The question answers are shuffled in the Quiz details tab. You click the Shuffle checkbox under
Options when creating a quiz. See the Canvas instructions for creating a quiz at:
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12943-4152724267

2) The questions are randomly ordered using question groups and question banks in the Question
tab. Basically, you create a question group made up of the same number of questions as you will
use in the quiz. See the Canvas instructions for creating randomized quiz questions at:
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12979-415298624

• The caveat for 1) shuffled answers is that if you have answers that state “all of the above” that
will not make sense when the answers are shuffled because that answer may be the first for one
student and not another. Similarly, answers that state “A and C are correct” will not make sense
because even if you edit the question to add letters, the letters will be out of order.

• The caveat for 2) randomly ordered questions is that, while students get the same questions, the
questions will be in a different order – which makes it difficult to review a quiz by refering to
question by number. Be sure all the questions in the question group are used – do not use fewer
questions than the question group contains (e.g. 9 out of 10 questions) or else you end up with the
E) Random question quiz type.

E) Random question

To create this type of quiz, you need to be familiar with creating a D) random order quiz.
• In addition to random ordering of questions, you use a random subset of a larger set of questions.

• This type of quiz is not recommended for high stakes, high numbers of students, and certainly not
with unproven questions.

• A caveat for this quiz type is that the larger the question group and the fewer questions used from
it, the less likely any two students see the same questions in their quiz. For this to be fair, you
need to create a surplus of equally difficult questions to draw from, and not the same question
worded differently because that may make the difficulty vary for individual students.

• Also, if there is a problem question, not all students will have been affected by that problem
question. To find who had that problem question is tedious. Your regrading options are also
limited.

https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12943-4152724267
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-12979-415298624
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F) High-stakes secure

High-stakes secure quiz types often involve the use of E) Random question, the use of one question per 
page, and password access, but also the planning and arranging of the quiz in a location where students 
can be invigilated. Midterm and Final Exams are high stakes and faculty want several aspects of security. 
For example, the setup should prevent students from: 

• Copying other students’ answers by question number – random order.
• Figuring out the answer key and sharing it – random questions, hiding results, muting grades.
• Getting another attempt outside of the exam hall – see Online Quiz Best Practices Guide.
• Screen capturing the quiz questions – see Online Quiz Best Practices Guide, and G) RLDB

Nursing also takes advantage of locking questions and a time limit to simulate the NCLEX licencing 
exam. A risk for using the “lock questions after answering” feature is that instructors previewing the quiz 
have been locked out of further quiz editing, and students who lost their network connection were unable 
to reconnect and continue the same attempt. 

G) RLDB

Respondus Lockdown Browser (RLDB) is a web browser and Canvas plug-in that you can have added to 
your Canvas course and require students to use it to access and complete an online quiz.  

• Request RLDB by emailing ctl.helpdesk@ubc.ca and specifying your course. To make RLDB
required for a quiz, see Using RLDB for an Online Exam.

• For students, instructions to download, install and run RLDB to access the quiz are in the
document: Using RLDB for an Online Exam.

• RLDB can be set to prevent students from leaving the quiz web page until they submit the quiz.
Advanced settings can allow students to visit a specific web page, a web site that simulates Excel,
and to upload a file.

• We strongly advise running a practice quiz using RLDB for students to check that their browser
and laptop work properly with RLDB.

• If students take an online exam with RLDB, there is no security unless they are invigilated.

H) Quizzes.Next

For the brave souls that want to try an unfinished tool, Quizzes.Next can be found at the top right of the 
Assignments page in the course menu (labelled Quiz/Test). Quizzes.Next has features that the current 
Canvas quiz tool does not have. Unfortunately, because it is still in development, it is also missing some 
key features that can be found in the current quiz tool. 

You might want to use Quizzes.Next if: 
• You use Hot Spot, Categorization, or Ordering questions.
• You want more flexible regrading options.
• You want to require waiting periods between attempts.
• You want to vary points by answer.

mailto:ctl.helpdesk@ubc.ca
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You should avoid Quizzes.Next if: 
• Your TAs need to access or grade the quizzes.
• You want to hide correct answers from students.
• You use question banks.
• You need to add extra attempts for individual students.

To learn more about Canvas quizzes, contact ctl.helpdesk@ubc.ca 

mailto:ctl.helpdesk@ubc.ca
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Online Quiz Best Practices 
 
With the arrival of Canvas, more faculty are choosing online quizzes for more flexibility in quiz design 
and ease of scoring. As quizzes can significantly affect the final grade, we suggest the following as 
best practices: 
 
Designing quizzes as an assessment 


• Consider a variety of assessments in addition to quizzes when designing your course. 


• Consider using quizzes also as a formative learning tool where students can get feedback, are 
allowed multiple attempts, and work out any technical issues when using the quiz tool. 


• Consider the variety of question types that Canvas supports in addition to multiple choice. 
However, you will have to manually score each students’ short answer and essay questions. 


• Follow some best practices for Writing multiple choice (AND other) questions  


• Create question banks with several questions on the same concept or knowledge topic. 


• Use a tool such as Respondus for uploading question banks and quizzes into Canvas. 


• Familiarize yourself with Canvas settings for quizzes and consult the Centre for Teaching and 
Learning (CTL) about what settings would work best for your quiz.  


• Proofread the quiz questions and quiz in Canvas to catch issues you might not see on paper. 


• Make a duplicate of the quiz and try it yourself before making final edits on the quiz to be 
released to students.  


 
Planning for online midterm or final exam quizzes 


• Arrange practice in-class online quizzes similar to the high stakes online midterm or exam. 


• Set the date and time availability of the online quiz in the Canvas quiz settings. 


• Advise IT UBC Okanagan and CTL about the scheduled online exam and where it will be held. 
It enables IT to check the computer labs or classrooms and advise of any upcoming outages. 


• Arrange for Teaching Assistants or fellow instructors to help you invigilate. 


• Mute the grade column in Canvas Grades to hide scores from students until everyone has 
finished the quiz, you have checked for problem questions, and have finalized scores. 


• Consult CTL about whether a lockdown browser would be suitable for your online quiz. 


• Consult CTL about options for adjusting scores should problem questions be discovered after 
the quiz is taken.  
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The best option is to use the computer rooms  
Book one or more computer labs well in advance – especially for online exams. UBC Okanagan has 6 
computer rooms with from 20 to 40 computers. See more details at the following links:   


• https://cbo.ok.ubc.ca/rooms/labs/ 


• https://cbo.ok.ubc.ca/resources/onlinetimetable/ 


 
The Wireless Students’ Laptops option 
If you need to choose the wireless online quiz option, take the following precautions: 


• Arrange for the exam to be held in one classroom, in one or more scheduled times. 


• Arrange the exam date and time to be during regular IT support hours. 


• Avoid booking a room that will have many students in adjacent rooms accessing wifi during 
the exam time. There is one wireless access point in each room limited to a number of people 
accessing it at one time. 


• Visit and prepare the classroom for the online quiz. Note the phone for calling IT. 


• Have a low stakes online quiz in the same room before having the online exam. 


• Tell students to bring their own laptops to connect wirelessly. 


• Get students to use the same laptop and web browser (Chrome or Firefox) they have 
successfully used in the most recent previous online quiz. 


• Tell students to fully charge their computers and bring a power cable. 


• Have a back-up plan. Bring spare laptops, a few printed quizzes, or have another available 
date to allow cancelling and rescheduling. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To learn more about Quizzes in Canvas, contact ctl.helpdesk@ubc.ca 
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Respondus Quiz for Canvas 
If you do not have Respondus, you can download and install it. If your Respondus licence has expired, 
you need to download and install it again or update the licence registation information as follows: 
 


1. In Canvas, at bottom left, click Help. 


2. In the Help panel, click Software Distribution. 


3. In the Software Distribution page, click Respondus. 


4. In the order page that appears, click Add to Cart. If you get an error popup see Review 
Previous Orders instructions at bottom. 


5. In the Downloads page that appears, copy the institution, local support contact email, and the 
installation password. 


6. Click the Download button. 


7. Find the installation file and install it. 


8. Run Respondus. It will prompt you for the registration information you copied in step 5. 


9. Click the Start tab. 


10. Beside Current Personality, in the drop-down list, click Canvas.


 
Review Previous Orders 
This is to retrieve the updated registration information after you have reached step 4 above. 
 


1. In the Error popup, click the link to see previous orders. 


2. The previous order page opens. Click Details for the Respondus Quiz download. 


3. In the Download page that appears, copy the institution name, local support contact and 
installation password. 


4. On your computer run Respondus. 


5. At top left, click File, and then in the drop-down menu, click Update License. 


6. In the Campus-wide License popup enter the information you copied, and then click Licence. 
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Process the Question docx file 
1. In the Start tab of Respondus, click Import Questions. 


2. In the Import Questions window that appears, in the drop-down menu beside Type of file, 
click Word docx. 


3. Beside File name, click Browse and select your question file with .docx extension. 


4. Beside Create a new document named, enter a name for the export file. 


5. Optionally, check the checkbox beside Stem, and enter a letter to prefix the question IDs. 


6. Click the Preview button.  


7. If no errors appear, click Finish. If you have errors, you can cancel, edit your Word file and 
start again at step 1, or you can edit the problem questions in the next steps. 


 
8. In the Preview and Publish tab, click Preview. 
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9. The Preview window will appear. Click Next to step through the questions. 


10. If a question does not display properly or has wrong correct answer, click Modify Item. 


11. In the Modify Item make changes to the question and click Save. If you the question edits are 
too many or too difficult, you can quit Respondus, edit your Word file and start over at step 1. 


12. Once you have previewed and fixed all the questions, close the Preview window. 


 
Connect to Canvas through Respondus First Time 
On your first time connecting Respondus to Canvas, perform the following steps. 


1. In the Preview + Publish tab menu, under Publish to Canvas, click Publish Wizard.


 
2. In the Publish Wizard window that pops up, click Publish to single course. 


3. At bottom of the window, click Next. 


4. In the Canvas Server Settings window that pops up, below #2, enter the UBC weblink for 
canvas https://canvas.ubc.ca/ 


 
5. Below #3, click Extract>>. 


6. Below #4 enter a descriptive name for UBC Canvas. 


7. Beside #5, enter your CWL username. 


8. When finished, at top right, click OK.  
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9. You web browser will open and prompt you to log in to Canvas.  


10. After you have logged in, a Respondus window will pop up, click Authorize. 


11. Return to the Respondus window. You should now see the Canvas server listed. 


 
Upload the Respondus file to Canvas (with Canvas server listed) 


1. In the Preview + Publish tab menu of Respondus, click Publish. 


2. In the Publish page, under Publish to Canvas, click Publish Wizard. 


3. In the Publish Wizard page that opens, click Publish to single course. 


4. Beside #2 verify that the UBC Canvas server you previously set up is listing, and then at 
bottom, click Next. 


5. Under Choose an existing server, verify that the server address is canvas.ubc.ca, and then at 
bottom click Next. 


6. Canvas will prompt you to log in. Enter your CWL and password. 


7. After you have logged in, a Respondus window will pop up, click Authorize. 


8. You are returned to the Publish Wizard window. Beside #1 choose either Graded quiz or 
Question Bank. 


9. In #2, beside Create, review or edit the name of the quiz you are uploading. Most Canvas 
users will skip #3. 


10. At bottom, click Next. 


11. The Publish Wizard displays a list of your Canvas courses. Click the course you want to 
upload to, and then click Next. 


 
12. The question file will upload and Publish Wizard will show status details of the upload. When 


finished reviewing, at bottom click Finish. 


13. In your Canvas course menu, click Quizzes. The uploaded quiz will list at bottom. 


 
 
To learn more about Respondus Quiz, contact ctl.helpdesk@ubc.ca 
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Using Respondus Lockdown Browser for an Online Exam 


 
Students may be required to use Respondus Lockdown Browser (RLDB) for an online Exam. Instructors 
need to first get RLDB in their Canvas course and set the exam to require it, and then students need to 
download and install RLDB and run it to take the online exam while invigilated. 
 


Instructor sets up a quiz to require Respondus Lockdown Browser 


To get Respondus Lockdown Browser installed in your Canvas course, email your request with the name 
of your course and your CWL username to ctl.helpdesk@ubc.ca. You will know that RLDB has been 
installed in your course when you see a LockDown Browser link in your course menu. Require students 
use RLDB for a quiz as follows: 


1. In your Canvas course menu, click LockDown Browser. (This link is hidden from students). 


2. You will see an About LockDown Browser page. At bottom right click Continue to LockDown 
Browser >. 


3. A list of all your online quizzes appears. Click the quiz’s name you want to set RLDB for. 


 


4. In the popup menu, click Settings. 


5. In Settings, click Require Respondus LockDown Browser for this exam. 


 


6. When finished, click Save + Close. If you have published the quiz, it is ready for the students. 


 


 


 



mailto:ctl.helpdesk@ubc.ca
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How to take a quiz requiring RLDB 


Students access the quiz directly through Quizzes, Assignments, or Modules, but are prompted to install 
the Lockdown Browser if they try to take the quiz without using the Lockdown Browser. 


1. In your Canvas course find the quiz, and click on the quiz name. 


2. In the quiz details page, beside Allowed Attempts you will see “Requires Respondus LockDown 
Browser. When you are ready, at bottom, click Take the Quiz. 


3. A new web page appears with the title Respondus LockDown Browser Required. At the end of 
the paragraph of text, click [Download Respondus LockDown Browser]. 


4. In a new web browser tab, the Download LockDown Browser page appears. You can view the 
video and when ready, at bottom right click Install Now.


 


5. Follow the instructions for installing LockDown Browser on your Apple or Windows computer. 


6. Close all other applications on your computer. 


7. Find and open the LockDown Browser in your computer applications. 


8. The LockDown Browser opens in full screen mode at the Canvas login page. It should prevent 
you from opening any other applications. Log into Canvas and go to the quiz in your course. 


9. Click the quiz name.  


10. At the bottom of the quiz details page click Take the Quiz.  


11. This time the quiz will begin and you can complete and submit the quiz. 


12. When you have submitted the quiz, logout of the course and exit the LockDown Browser by 
clicking the red dot at top left of the browser. 





		Using Respondus Lockdown Browser for an Online Exam

		Instructor sets up a quiz to require Respondus Lockdown Browser

		How to take a quiz requiring RLDB
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Format Questions for Respondus 
Respondus allows you to compose question lists in Microsoft Word and process them for Canvas. 
You can get Respondus through the Software link in the Help menu at the bottom left of Canvas. 
Some questions you can process through Respondus, others you need to create directly in Canvas. 
 


Process these question types in Respondus  Create these in Canvas 
MC – Multiple Choice 
MA – Multiple Answers 
MT – Matching 
E – essay Question 


TF – True or False 
F– Fill-in-the-blank 
FMB – Multiple Fill-in-the-blank 
 


 Numeric Answer 
Formula 
File upload 
Text 


 
For Multiple Choice (MC), Multiple Answer (MA), True/False (TF) and Fill-In-The-Blank (FB) 
questions, open a new Word document, indicate the question type, state the question, list the 
options, and list the answer key at the end of your document as follows:  
 
Type: MC 
1. Who determined the exact speed of light? 


a) Albert Einstein 
b) Albert Michelson 
c) Thomas Edison 
d) Guglielmo Marconi 


 
Type: MA 
2. Who wrote Huckleberry Finn? 


a) Samuel Clemens 
b) Mark Twain 
c) Pierre Berton 


 
Type: TF 
3. Albert Michelson determined the exact speed of light. 


a) True 
b) False 


 
Type: F 
4. Who is known as the inventor of the light bulb? _____ 
 
Answers: 
1. b 
2. a,b 
3. a 
4. Edison 
4. Thomas Edison 
4. Thomas Alva Edison 


 
Note:  


• The question type must have a space after the colon, similarly a space after the question 
number period (e.g. “Type: TF”, “4. Who wrote Twilight?”). 


• If no type indicated, Respondus assumes it is multiple choice. 


• Multiple Answer key indicates option letters separated by comma only. 


• True is always listed before False. 


• Fill-in-the-blank answer key allows several acceptable responses. 
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For the remainder of Respondus-supported Canvas question types, open another blank Word 
document, indicate the question type, state the question, and indicate the correct answer in each 
question type as follows: 
 
Type: FMB 
5. A [rose, red flower] by any other [name, moniker] would smell as [sweet]. 
 
Type: E 
6. How would you describe Advanced Care Planning options to a patient? 
 
Type: MT 
7. Match the correct name with the discovery or theory 


a. Michelson-Morely = Speed of light 
b. Einstein = Theory of Relativity  
c. Marconi = radio waves 


 
Type: MT 
8. Order the following steps: 


a. Open the laptop = 1 
b. Switch on the laptop = 2 
c. Open the web browser = 3 
d. Enter the weblink = 4 


 


 
Note: 


• Fill in multiple blanks can have more than one acceptable answer separated by a comma in 
each blank indicated by square brackets. 


 
Additional question features. 
 
For all question types, you can add question titles by using “Title: ”, insert an image in the question, 
and give a correct answer feedback with a tilde “~”, or @ for incorrect answers. You can put an “a) “ 
below an essay question to add notes for instructor on what a correct answer should include. You can 
either list ALL answers at the bottom of the document or put an asterix before each correct letter for 
ALL questions in one document. 
 
Type: MC 
Title: Speed of light 


1. Who determined the exact speed of light?  
a) Albert Einstein 
*b) Albert Michelson 
c) Thomas Edison 
~ Yes. Albert Michelson won the Nobel Prize for it. 
@ No. It was Michelson. 
 
Type: E 
2. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the Ptolemaic Model? 
a) A good answer will include the idea of concentric orbits and geocentric cosmology. 
 


To learn more about Respondus, contact ctl.helpdesk@ubc.ca 







